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Hashamayim Kisi Vehaaretz Hadom Raglai-The heavens are my throne and the 

land is my footstool.  So starts the last Nevuah of Yeshaya Hanavi.  Yeshaya Hanavi 

was aptly named Yeshaya because, he, out of any other Navi, had nevuah about the 

eventual salvation of Yisroel (Yeshaya means Hashem will save).  The Midrash says 

that Hashem asked every Navi to comfort his nation from all of the punishments they 

were to endure throughout the ages and only Yeshaya passed the test.  Thus, the 

final nevuah of Yeshaya is a but the future salvation of the nation from their oppressors who will eventually come to Yerushalayim to bring Korbanos. 

The Nevuah ends off with the prophecy that Hashem will gather all the nations from near and far and they will come to Yerushalayim to the Beis 

Hamikdash. Every Shabbos and Rosh Chodosh they will all come to bow to Hashem. On that day, every month they will be shown the tormented souls of 

those in Gehinom burning for all of eternity. The end.  

This seems like a very dour way to end the sefer of Yeshaya, the sefer of hope and salvation. Some Meforshim say that it is referring to the dead from the 

War of Gog Umagog.  Yonason ben Uziel however translates it as Gehinom. .  One Midrash says that the passuk refers to the fact once a month the souls 

in Gan Eden will be given a glimpse of the souls’ in gehinom. What kind of nechama is Gehinom? 

The end of Yeshaya is one of the only places on Tanach which gives a glimpse into Gehinom.  Another place which refers to Gehinom is in this week’s 

Parshas Korach where Korach Dasan and Avirom and their families were cast into Sheol, Gehinom.  To end Korach’s rebellion Moshe Rabbeinu asked 

Hashem to create a new  and unique way for Korach to be punished, for him to die.  Moshe requested the ground should open and swallow them alive 

down into Gehinom, with all Bnei Yisroel watching.  Two questions. Why did Moshe pick this unique death, there are many unique and miraculous ways 

they could have died, like the way the Meraglim died or the mitzrim in Yam Suf?  Why did he have to do it in front of the whole nation? 

The answer is that In Korach’s case Bnei Yisroel had to see the truth, that Korach was wrong.  Throughout the Midbar Bnei Yisroel always had a small 

lingering doubt, who said Moshe is telling the truth.  Maybe he was just a very skilled trickster manipulating things.  Many of the miracles in the midbar 

could be explained away. When Korach started his rebellion, he enflamed the nations lingering doubt.  Moshe Rabbeinu had to punish Korach in such a 

dramatic manner to remove any of their doubts.  They needed to look straight into Gehinom and watch Korach and his family fall straight there to see and 

feel the truth.  Had Korach died in any sort of vaguely natural manner then their doubt would have lingered.  Watching them fall into the fires of Gehinom 

showed them that there is an absolute truth in world and when you disobey the absolute then you are punished.  It gave their emunah a jumpstart. 

One of the 13 principles are that Moshe wrote the Torah straight from Hashem.  The Rambam says he got this form korach’s rebellion because this is the 

lesson we learned. That Hashem communicated with a man and dictated the Torah to him..  This is  what Rabah bar Chanah heard Korach say from 

Gehinom, Moshe Emes VToraso emes, vanachnu badaim-Moshe and his Torah are true, and we are liars. Unfortunately for Korach he needed to 

experience Gehinom to realize the truth. 

So too in the future.  The final nechama we will have in the future is the truth, we were right.  After years and ages of following Hashem’s torah and working 

hard to uphold it, Hashem’s shows us, we were right.  We are the on the wining team.  The Reshaim are getting punished.  We will see gehinom with our 

own eyes and realize the truth.  Being right is the greatest nechama for our long galus. 

 Hashem put us here to follow his word to serve him.  Since we are only flesh and blood we will always have doubts.  Emunah is overcoming these doubts 

and acting accordingly.  We will be rewarded eventually by being shown where those who didn’t ended up.  Moshe Emes V’Soraso Emes.      
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